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 2 
Introduction 
 Metadata is the weak point in libraries and archives. Adding good metadata to any 
material, whether at the individual item level, collection level, or somewhere in between, 
is currently a large demand on library and archive staff’s time and, consequently, the 
institution’s money. Without good metadata, however, finding materials of interest is 
orders of magnitude harder, whether the searcher is a patron, an experienced researcher 
or a reference librarian. Preservation librarians and conservationists may lack crucial 
information affecting their treatment of a material.  
 But what constitutes ‘good’ metadata and how can it be measured? How much of 
currently employed metadata elements in various schema are ‘good’ and how much are 
not worth the cataloger’s time? By only using metadata elements deemed to be ‘good’, 
each material would either require less time for metadata addition or workers could 
afford to spend more time on the elements left, bringing them to a higher quality 
standard. Similar arguments can be applied to metadata elements whose addition is 
automated – not automating ‘non-good’ elements keeps computer programmers from 
spending time figuring out how to automate them and from writing the code to do so. In 
addition, a minor benefit would be the small reduction of computer processing power and 
time needed to automatically add such elements. 
 This study seeks to understand which metadata elements in the Machine-Readable 




 As the literature reveals, metadata schema, content standards and controlled 
vocabularies proliferate across the library, archival and museum fields along with various 
theoretical models. Among the metadata schema, several notable examples include 
MARC1, DublinCore2 (both qualified and unqualified), and Encoded Archival 
Description (EAD)3 with Open Archival Information System (OAIS) and CEDARS 
among the theoretical models and Library of Congress Subject Headings4, Medical 
Subject Headings5 and the Art & Architecture Thesaurus6 for controlled vocabulary.  For 
content standard, while AARC2 - soon to be replaced by RDA7 - and DACS8 are the 
well-known examples for libraries and archives respectively, they are only the tip of the 
iceberg, including local procedure manuals, which can include modifications of the 
existing standards. 
 Local modifications to schemas as well as the construction of schemas specific to 
particular institutions and/or particular needs can also be found throughout the literature. 








8 Describing Archives: A Content Standard. Chicago: Society of American Archivists, 
2010. Print. 
 4 
See for example Knight, 20059 at the National Library of New Zealand as well as Caplan 
and Guenther’s10 description of the development of PREMIS.  
In addition to dealing with this proliferation of schema, standards, models, and 
vocabularies is the issue of keeping metadata consistent over time. As discussed in 
Dongwon Lee’s article11, given the evolving nature of the objects represented by 
metadata and the continuing research and modifications to metadata schema, metadata 
requires work after the initial creation point, in order to remain consistent and descriptive 
of the item. 
The approach I found in the literature with metadata for long-term preservation 
was to build requirements and schema from discussion and theory, without a 
demonstration or citation of empirical evidence in support of or informing the theory 
construction. For examples, see  
1. Woodyard12 Section 3: The preservation functions of metadata 
2.  Knight13 - “The Library’s work on metadata … was based on the 
taxonomy described in Anne Kenney and Oya Reiger’s Moving Theory 
into Practice: Digital Imaging for Library and Archives (2000)” (p. 94) 
                                                
9 Knight, Steve. Preservation Metadata: National Library of New Zealand Experience. 
Library Trends v. 54 no. 1 (2005) p. 91-110. 
10 Caplan, Priscilla and Guenther, Rebecca. Practical Preservation: The PREMIS 
Experience. Library Trends v. 54 no. 1 (2005) p. 111-124. 
11 Lee, Dongwon. Practical Maintenance of Evolving Metadata for Digital Preservation: 
Algorithmic Solution and System Support. International Journal on Digital Libraries 6.4 
(2007): 313-326. 
12 Woodyard, Deborah. Metadata and Preservation. Information Services & Use. 22 
(2002) p. 121-125. 
13 Knight, Steve. Preservation Metadata: National Library of New Zealand Experience. 
Library Trends v. 54 no. 1 (2005) p. 91-110. 
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3. Caplan and Guenther14 - “It was intended that PREMIS would build on the 
earlier work of another initiative sponsored by OCLC and RLG, the 
Preservation Metadata Framework Working Group (OCLC, 2003). ... 
Although the framework proposed a list of metadata elements, it did not 
contain sufficient detail for an implementer to actually use the metadata in 
a preservation system without considerable further specifications." 
In another example, Doyle, et. al.’s paper15 on long-term digital preservation 
focused on building a preservation metadata off the OAIS model, around “Competency 
Questions” – the questions the metadata set should be able to answer in the future, in the 
estimation of the scheme builders. Finally, the KEEP project16 gives us the example of 
approaching long-term preservation research by examining previous projects, theories 
and models. 
Data driven studies at the scheme level, on the other hand, are occurring. See for 
example Park and Tosaka’s study17 on which metadata schemes institutions use and why 
they choose one scheme over another. See also the study from Research Libraries Group 
(RLG)18 on descriptive metadata and Ma’s study19 of metadata implementation in 
                                                
14 Caplan, Priscilla and Guenther, Rebecca. Practical Preservation: The PREMIS 
Experience. Library Trends v. 54 no. 1 (2005) p. 111-124. 
15 Doyle, Julie, Herna Viktor, and Eric Paquet Long-term Digital Preservation: 
Preserving Authenticity and Usability of 3-D Data. International Journal on Digital 
Libraries 10 (2009): 33-47. 
16 Anderson, David, Janet Delve, and Dan Pinchbeck Toward a Workable Emulation-
based Preservation Strategy: Rationale and Technical Metadata. New Review of 
Information Networking, 15 (2010): 110-131. 
17 Park, Jung-ran and Tosaka, Yuji. Metadata Creation Practices in Digital Repositories 
and Collections: Schemata, Selection Criteria, and Interoperability. Information 
Technology and Libraries. (2010) p. 104-116. 
18 Smith-Yoshimura, Karen and Diane Cellentani. 2007. RLG Programs Descriptive 
Metadata Practices Survey Results: Data Supplement. Report produced by OCLC 
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American Research Libraries (ARL). But, nowhere in my literature review, did I find 
data driven research on which metadata elements practitioners use day-to-day, outside of 
retrieval20.  
The possibility always exists, of course, that such research has been done and that 
the failure was mine for not finding it. This gap, however, at least argues that such 
research is not prominent in the library and archival literature areas, nor easily accessible 
to the field, if it is being done. This pilot study seeks to remedy this by focusing on the 
intersection of MARC metadata elements and preservation used by preservation 
practitioners.  
                                                                                                                                            
Programs and Research. Published online at: 
www.oclc.org/programs/publications/reports/2007-04.pdf. 
19 Jin Ma (2009): Metadata in ARL Libraries: A Survey of Metadata Practices, Journal of 
Library Metadata, 9:1-2, 1-14 
20 Noh, Younghee. "A Study on Metadata Elements for Web-based Reference Resources 
System Developed Through Usability Testing." Library Hi Tech 29.2 (2011): 242-265. 
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Methodology 
An email requesting participation in an online survey was sent to the following 
seven discussion lists and forums that focus on cataloging or preservation: 
1. Society for American Archivists (SAA) Metadata & Digital Object Roundtable 
Discussion List21 
2. SAA Preservation Section Discussion List22 
3. The Library of Congress MARC forum23,24 
4. The Library of Congress MARCFRBR Forum25,26 
5. The Library of Congress Digital Preservation Listserv27,28 
6. Conservation DistList29 
7. AutoCat30  
The survey was hosted for 2 weeks, from February 22nd to March 7th, on 
SurveyMonkey31,32 and closed at 10pm on March 7th. An email reminder was sent to 6 of 
                                                
21 http://forums.archivists.org/read/?forum=metadata; requires SAA membership and to 
log into the intranet 
22 http://forums.archivists.org/read/?forum=preservation; requires SAA membership and 
to log into the intranet 
23 http://sun8.loc.gov/cgi-bin/wa?A0=MARC 







31 company site: http://www.surveymonkey.com/ 
 8 
the lists on February 29th; the seventh group, Conservation DistList, disallowed reminder 
emails. Copies of both the invitation and reminder emails are included in Appendix A. 
 Survey participants were asked to respond with their institutional size (small, 
medium or large), institutional type (public, private, academic, corporate, school, 
archive), whether they work primarily with physical or digital materials, a brief 
description in their own words of their job responsibilities and/or job title. The survey did 
not provide a definition of size, type or percentage of the respondent’s time is dedicated 
to physical versus digital to constitute the primary material the respondent worked with. 
This survey was interested in the respondent’s self-identification and perception. 
 Participants were also asked to report how useful they perceived various elements 
of MARC21 bibliographic records. Due to the large number of elements available in 
MARC21, some elements were skipped or condensed into logical groupings in an attempt 
to keep the survey a reasonable length. Please see Appendix B for a list of elements used 
in the survey and Appendix C for a paper copy of the survey used. 
 For each element included in the survey, participants were asked if a) they used 
that element, b) how frequently and c) if the element was not regularly available, if they 
wanted it. The scales for these questions were, in order, 
a) yes, no, it’s never available 
b) it’s never available, I never use it, sometimes, frequently, very frequently, and always 
c) yes, no, unsure, it’s regularly available 
The survey hosting website did not have a question logic feature at the subscription level 
used, only page logic – the next page could be determined by the answer to questions on 
                                                                                                                                            
32 link to survey: https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/LK7PVW5 
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the previous page, but answers to questions could not affect other questions on the same 
page. This feature would have allowed for a survey significantly better designed – either 
question b or c could have been displayed below a, depending on the answer to a. This 
would have grouped all questions regarding an element visually and in the participants’ 






All of the survey respondents answered the demographic questions. None of the 
demographic questions were given a standard definition – each answer reflects the 
respondent’s definition of their institutional type, size, and so on.  
 11 
Of institutional types, the vast majority of respondents (51) listed ‘academic 
library’, followed by ‘archive’ (14) and ‘public library’ (12). Given this high proportion 
of academic libraries in the respondents, it is my belief that academic library concerns 




Regarding size, 46 respondents chose ‘medium’ (47.4%), 31 ‘large’ (32%), 20 ‘small’ 
(20.6%) and 6 took the ‘other’ option. 
 
 
Two of the ‘other’ respondents objected to the lack of definition regarding size 
and one indicated they were on the edge of small (depending on where the cut off was). 
One respondent described their institution as large for the area, while another described 
themselves as a small unit within a larger institution, and a third gave the number of 
distance catalogers comprising their unit. 
 13 
Regarding the type of material the respondent primarily worked with 
• 52.6% work with both physical and digital materials 
• 35.1% work primarily with physical materials 
• only 12.4% work primarily with digital materials 
 
This breakdown argues that, among people who responded to this survey, physical 
materials still play a large role in the library field. 
 14 
1.2 ISBN, ISSN, Language Codes and Time Periods of Content  
1.2.1 ISBN and ISSN 
 
 MARC elements 020 and 022 (ISBN and ISSN respectively) are deemed useful in 





Looking at the numbers broken down by institution type, however, displays an 
interesting relationship between these elements and institutions. Academic libraries 
strongly dominate the ‘yes’ responses while Archives split between the ‘no’s and ‘it’s 
never available’. 
 
While the sample size is too small to support conclusions based on this 
breakdown, it is indicative of how much the academic libraries dominate this survey. 
This difference between archives and academic libraries, while not surprising (archival 
material typically not having ISBN or ISSN and being dealt with in aggregate), does 
suggest an interesting line to follow up on in future studies – element use by institution 
type, as well as general element use. 
 17 
  
How often the respondents report using these elements showed a strong bias 
towards the extremes of the scales, with most reporting using the elements ‘always’ or 
‘never’. Checking the breakdown by institutional type again shows archives declining to 
use these elements; again, the sample size is not large enough to confirm the statistical 








The breakdown by institution of desire for these elements also displays the 





1.2.2 Language Code Element – 041 
 
The language code element (041) is used by more than half of the respondents, with 
use clustered at either end of the scale and strong desire for the element to be available 










For the language element, a possibly profitable line of future inquiry might be to 
check if this breakdown holds true for public and corporate libraries, in addition to 
archives. 
1.2.3 Original Language Entry and Translation Entry – 765 and 767 
 
 Compare the 041 element with the Original Language Entry (765) and Translation 










1.2.4 Time Period of Content – 045 
 
The 045 element (Time Period of Content) is a closer to even split between use 







1.3 Entries – Main, Added, and Series Added 
 
 Added entry elements 700, 710, and 711 as well as linking entry elements 800, 
810, and 811 were collapsed down into two questions, for reasons of survey length – 
respondents were therefore asked if they used ‘700-711: Added Entry – Controlled 
Name(s)’ and ‘800-811: Series Added Entry – Controlled Name(s)’. The 7XX and 8XX 
elements also suffered from survey fatigue – respondents to these questions were limited 
to the mid-20s while the 1XX elements had respondents in the mid-50s. 
 Response to the entry element questions showed consistent use of all these 
elements – Personal names (X00), Corporate names (X10), Meeting Names (X11), and 









Rate of use again displays the dichotomy between the ends of the scale seen with the 
earlier elements, along with a higher rate ‘I never use it’ the larger the element number is, 
(i.e. 7XX entry elements have more respondents on the ‘never use’ side of the scale than 
1XX entry elements and fewer than 8XX elements). The 800-811 elements are the sole 








Consistent with the rates of use described above, the levels of desired availability for 
these elements strongly tended towards it already being regularly available. Again, 800-
811 was the exception with one more vote for the element being available than being 









1.4 Title, Edition and Publication 
 
 For reasons of attempting to keep the survey length reasonable, the title and title-
related fields were condensed into one element (200-247) for this survey, which 46 
participants answered. This group of elements displayed strong use over non-use with 






   
 46 
The publication information (element 260) has slightly fewer proponents than titles, 
similarly slightly less frequent use, and more respondents ‘unsure’ if the element would 








The edition element, like the title element, displayed a large number of respondents who 




1.5 Computer File Characteristics and Digital File Characteristics – 
256 & 347 
 
 Both elements 256 (Computer File Characteristics) and element 347 (Digital File 
Characteristics) came out nearly evenly split between use and non-use, with surprisingly 
few respondents saying the element is never available.  
Element 256 showed more variability in rate of use, among respondents who do 
use it, than previous elements displayed, while 347 showed more of the pattern from 
other elements – strong numbers on either end of the scale, less in the middle.  
Both 256 and 347 were the first elements to have more respondents ‘unsure’ if 











Again, while the sample size is not large enough to check if the following 
correlations are statistically valid, they are suggestive of inquiries that may be profitable 
to explore in the future. For element 256, respondents from archives split evenly between 
desiring the element and already having regular access to it; while a surprising number of 
people who work primarily with physical materials want 256 and use 347. For future 
studies, the first suggests examining this element by institution type while the second 
argues for a more nuanced breakdown of physical versus digital (perhaps ‘100% 
physical’, 75:25, 50:50, 25:75, and 100% digital) and for which types of materials 
respondents want elements to be available. 
 55 
 56 
1.6 Physical Description and Physical Medium – 300 and 340 
 
 Elements 300 showed very strong use with a significant proportion of respondents 






Element 340 – Physical Medium, however, although a significant proportion of 
respondents do use it, was less strong on the use side and displayed the same dichotomy 
in use rate as previous elements – most respondents either always using the element or 
never. In terms of desiring the element to be available, response seems split between 





1.7 Notes – The 5XX Fields 
1.7.1 General Notes – 500  
 
 Of the notes elements, the general note element (500) was the most widely used 
among the respondents with a high proportion of respondents using the element ‘very 






1.7.2 The ‘With Note’ Element – 501 
 
 Respondents were nearly evenly split between using and not use the 501 notes in 
preservation decision making, with a slight bias towards ‘no’, with a use rate to match. 
On the other hand, the numbers of respondents who desire the element or are unsure 






1.7.3 Formatted Contents (505) and Summary (520) Notes 
 
 Both elements are used by a majority of respondents answering these questions. 
The pool of respondents who described their use rate of 505 is fairly evenly distributed 
across the range while 520 has a spike on always, but otherwise is also fairly evenly 
distributed. In addition, both elements have a majority of respondents who desire the 
availability of these elements, as well as a closely followed group who already have it 










1.7.4 Target Audience (521) and Geographic Coverage (522) Notes 
 
 Neither the Target Audience Note nor Geographic Coverage Note elements are 
used by a majority of the survey respondents with use rates reflecting this. While desire 
for element 521 is close to evenly spread across the scale, 522 has a slight majority of 






1.7.5 Archival-like Notes – 541, 544, 555, 556, and 561 
 
 Whether due to under-representation of archival preservationists or not, elements 
541 (Immediate Source of Acquisition Note), 544 (Location of Other Archival Elements 
Note), and 556 (Information about Documentation) are not used by the majority of this 
survey’s respondents; elements 555 (Cumulative Index/Finding Aid Note) and 561 
(Ownership and Custodial History) split almost evenly between use and non-use. The use 
rates of these 5 elements reflect this lack of use with a majority of respondents stating 
they ‘never use’ these elements. Desire for these elements, however, reflects less 
consensus among respondents – most marked ‘unsure’ or the distribution was too close to 












1.8 Subject Access 
1.8.1 Library of Congress Subject Terms 
 
 LC Subject terms had a strong percentage of respondents who use the element(s) 
with a high rate of use and strong desire for the element to be available, to the point that 





1.8.2 Element 655: Index Term – Genre/Form 
 
 21 out of 32 respondents stated they use the 655 element while the use rate was 
nearly evenly spread across the scale and respondents splitting nearly evenly between 
wanting the element to be available, being unsure if they do and the element being 






1.8.3 Local Subject Access Fields 
 
 This element was generally not used at all by respondents and with a low use rate 
when used but showed a nearly even split between respondents who would like it to be 





 Future surveys should focus on sections or specific elements of MARC and, by 
extension, elements of other large metadata schemes, in order to build surveys of 
reasonable length and yield higher completion rates among respondents. 
 Question level logic (the ability to change the next question presented on the same 
page based on which answer is chosen in the preceding question) would be useful in 
future surveys in order to eliminate a rank on the scale (‘It’s never available’ and ‘It’s 
regularly available’ from this survey’) as well as to group questions regarding the same 
element together, as opposed to grouping all elements under each question asked. 
 The differences between element use by institutional type may yield interesting 
comparisons. In order to attract sufficient numbers of respondents from each type of 
institution, future surveys would need to focus on recruiting those specific institutions, 
through direct appeals, focused listservs, etc. Refining element use by institution type 
would give more targeted directions to catalogers in such institutions. Several elements 
identified by this study which may benefit from examination by institution type include 
020 (ISBN), 022 (ISSN), 041 (Language code) vs 765 (Original Language entry) and 767 
(Translation entry), and what I termed ‘archival-like notes’: 541 (Immediate Source of 
Acquisition Note), 544 (Location of Other Archival Materials Note), 545 (Biographical 
or Historical Data), 546 (Language Note), 555 (Cumulative Index/Finding Aids Note), 
556 (Information About Documentation Note), and 561 (Ownership and Custodial 
History). Both 256 (Computer File Characteristics) and 347 (Digital File Characteristics) 
would benefit from examination by institution type, physical versus digital materials and 




The data set from this study is available as .csv, Excel, and SPSS files – please 
contact the author at Laura.Briskin.Limehouse@gmail.com for a copy. The data set is 




Copy of invitation email contents: 
Hello, my name is Laura Briskin-Limehouse. I am a second year Master’s student 
at UNC-Chapel Hill and I conducting a survey research study as part of my 
master’s paper, for graduation. 
  
Are you involved in preservation at your institution? Does your institution use 
MARC for its catalog records? If so, I could really use your help. This survey 
research is looking at which elements of MARC are useful in preservation work, 
by asking you the people who actually do the work. Survey questions may be 
skipped and you are, of course, free to stop the survey at anytime. The survey 
should take 15-30 minutes – your participation is voluntary and greatly 
appreciated. 
  
This study has been reviewed by the Institutional Review Board at UNC-Chapel 
Hill, which works to protect the rights of human subjects. If you have questions 
or concerns about your rights as a research subject, you may contact the 
Institutional Review Board at 919-966-3133 or by email to 
IRB_subjects@unc.edu.  
  
To participate please go to https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/LK7PVW5 or Click 
Here 












Copy of reminder email contents: 
This is a re-post of a survey invitation, sent out last week, on MARC element use and 
preservation. If you have already done the survey, thank you! If not, please consider 
doing so this week - I will be closing the survey on March 7th, in order to write my 
master's paper on time for a May graduation. 
 
Hello, my name is Laura Briskin-Limehouse. I am a second year Master’s student at 
UNC-Chapel Hill and I conducting a survey research study as part of my master’s paper, 
for graduation. 
 
Are you involved in preservation at your institution? Does your institution use MARC for 
its catalog records? If so, I could really use your help. This survey research is looking at 
which elements of MARC are useful in preservation work, by asking you the people who 
actually do the work. Survey questions may be skipped and you are, of course, free to 
stop the survey at anytime. The survey should take 15-30 minutes – your participation is 
voluntary and greatly appreciated. 
 
This study has been reviewed by the Institutional Review Board at UNC-Chapel Hill, 
which works to protect the rights of human subjects. If you have questions or concerns 
about your rights as a research subject, you may contact the Institutional Review Board at 
919-966-3133 or by email to IRB_subjects@unc.edu.  
 
To participate please go to https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/LK7PVW5. 
 













MARC fields used in survey 
01X-09X:  
• 020 - International Standard Book 
Number 
• 022 - International Standard Serial 
Number 
• 028 - Publisher Number 
• 033 - Date/Time and Place of an 
Event 
• 037 - Source of Acquisition  
• 041 - Language Code 
• 045 - Time Period of Content 
1XX: 
• 100 - Main Entry - Personal Name 
• 110 - Main Entry - Corporate Name 
• 111 - Main Entry - Meeting Name 
• 130 - Main Entry - Uniform Title 
2XX: 
• 200-247 – Any of the Title fields 
• 250 – Edition Statement 
• 256 – Computer File 
Characteristics 
• 260 – Publication, Distribution, etc. 
(Imprint) 
3XX & 490 
• 300 - Physical Description 
• 310 - Current Publication 
Frequency 
• 321 - Former Publication 
Frequency 
• 340 - Physical Medium 
• 347 - Digital File Characteristics 
• 351 - Organization and 
Arrangement of Materials 
• 366 - Trade Availability 
Information 
• 380 - Form of Work  
• 490 - Series Statement 
5XX fields 
• 500 - General Note  
• 501 - With Note 
• 504 - Bibliography, etc. Note 
• 505 - Formatted Contents Note 
• 506 - Restrictions on Access Note 
• 516 - Type of Computer File or 
Data Note 
• 520 - Summary, etc. 
• 521 - Target Audience Note 
• 522 - Geographic Coverage Note 
• 530 - Additional Physical Form 
available Note 
• 533 - Reproduction Note  
• 534 - Original Version Note 
• 535 - Location of 
Originals/Duplicates Note 
• 536 - Funding Information Note 
• 538 - System Details Note 
• 540 - Terms Governing Use and 
Reproduction Note 
• 541 - Immediate Source of 
Acquisition Note 
• 544 - Location of Other Archival 
Materials Note 
• 545 - Biographical or Historical 
Data 
• 546 - Language Note  
• 555 - Cumulative Index/Finding 
Aids Note 
• 556 - Information About 
Documentation Note 
• 561 - Ownership and Custodial 
History 
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• 562 - Copy and Version 
Identification Note 
• 563 - Binding Information 
• 581 - Publications About Described 
materials Note 
• 583 - Action Note 
• 584 - Accumulation and Frequency 
of Use Note 
• 585 - Exhibitions Note 
• 586 - Awards Note 
• 588 - Source of Description Note 
• 59X - Local Notes 
6XX 
• LC Subject Terms 
• MeSH Terms 
• Other Controlled Vocabulary 
Subject Terms 
• Uncontrolled Subject Terms (653) 
• 655 - Index Term – Genre/Form 
• 69X - Local Subject Access Fields 
7XX and 8XX 
• 700-711 : Added Entry – 
Controlled Name(s) 
• 720 – Added Entry – Uncontrolled 
Name 
• 730 – Added Entry – Uniform Title 
• 751 – Added Entry – Geographic 
Name 
• 752 – Added Entry – Hierarchical 
Place Name 
• 753 – System Details Access to 
Computer Files 
• 760 – Main Series Entry 
• 762 – Subseries Entry 
• 765 – Original Language Entry 
• 767 – Translation Entry 
• 770 – Supplement/Special Issue 
Entry 
• 772 – Supplement Parent Entry 
• 773 – Host Item Entry 
• 774 – Constituent Unite Entry 
• 775 – Other Edition Entry 
• 775 – Additional Physical Form 
Entry 
• 777 – Issued with Entry 
• 780 – Preceding Entry 
• 785 – Succeeding Entry 
• 787 – Other Relationship Entry 
• 800-811s – Series Added Entry – 
Controlled Name(s) 
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A  few  questions  to  get  a  better  picture  of  the  type  of  institution  you  work  in.  
1. How large is the institution you primarily work at 
2. What type of institution do you primarily work at: 
3. Do you work primarily with physical or digital objects 
4. What is your job title? 
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For  reference,  the  MARC  documentation  of  fields  01X-­09X  from  the  Library  of  Congress:  
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd01x09x.html  
6. For each element listed, if the element is available, do you look at, check or in any way 
use this information in deciding what to do with an object or otherwise make preservation 
decisions? 
7. When the element is available, how often do you use it? 
  
01X-­09X fields
Yes No It’s  never  available
020  -­  International  
Standard  Book  Number
  
022  -­  International  
Standard  Serial  Number
  
028  -­  Publisher  Number   
033  -­  Date/Time  and  Place  
of  an  Event
  
037  -­  Source  of  Acquisition   
041  -­  Language  Code   
045  -­  Time  Period  of  
Content
  
it's  never  available I  never  use  it sometimes frequently very  frequently always
020  -­  International  
Standard  Book  Number
     
022  -­  International  
Standard  Serial  Number
     
028  -­  Publisher  Number      
033  -­  Date/Time  and  Place  
of  an  Event
     
037  -­  Source  of  Acquisition      
041  -­  Language  Code      
045  -­  Time  Period  of  
Content
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8. If this element is not regularly available, would you like it to be? 
Yes No Unsure It's  regularly  available
020  -­  International  
Standard  Book  Number
   
022  -­  International  
Standard  Serial  Number
   
028  -­  Publisher  Number    
033  -­  Date/Time  and  Place  
of  an  Event
   
037  -­  Source  of  Acquisition    
041  -­  Language  Code    
045  -­  Time  Period  of  
Content
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For  your  reference,  the  MARC  documentation  from  the  Library  of  Congress:  
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd1xx.html  
9. For each element listed, if the element is available, do you look at, check or in any way 
use this information in deciding what to do with an object or otherwise make preservation 
decisions? 
10. When the element is available, how often do you use it? 
11. If this element is not regularly available, would you like it to be? 
  
The 1XX fields
Yes No It’s  never  available
100  -­  Main  Entry  -­  Personal  
Name
  
110  -­  Main  Entry  -­  
Corporate  Name
  
111  -­  Main  Entry  -­  Meeting  
Name
  
130  -­  Main  Entry  -­  Uniform  
Title
  
it's  never  available I  never  use  it sometimes frequently very  frequently always
100  -­  Main  Entry  -­  Personal  
Name
     
110  -­  Main  Entry  -­  
Corporate  Name
     
111  -­  Main  Entry  -­  Meeting  
Name
     
130  -­  Main  Entry  -­  Uniform  
Title
     
Yes No Unsure It's  regularly  available
100  -­  Main  Entry  -­  Personal  
Name
   
110  -­  Main  Entry  -­  
Corporate  Name
   
111  -­  Main  Entry  -­  Meeting  
Name
   
130  -­  Main  Entry  -­  Uniform  
Title
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12. For each element listed, if the element is available, do you look at, check or in any way 
use this information in deciding what to do with an object or otherwise make preservation 
decisions? 
13. When the element is available, how often do you use it? 
14. If this element is not regularly available, would you like it to be? 
  
The 2XX fields
Yes No It’s  never  available
200-­247  -­  Any  of  the  Title  
fields
  
250  -­  Edition  Statement   
256  -­  Computer  File  
Characteristics
  
260  -­  Publication,  
Distribution,  etc.  (Imprint)
  
it's  never  available I  never  use  it sometimes frequently very  frequently always
200-­247  -­  Any  of  the  Title  
fields
     
250  -­  Edition  Statement      
256  -­  Computer  File  
Characteristics
     
260  -­  Publication,  
Distribution,  etc.  (Imprint)
     
Yes No Unsure It's  regularly  available
200-­247  -­  Any  of  the  Title  
fields
   
250  -­  Edition  Statement    
256  -­  Computer  File  
Characteristics
   
260  -­  Publication,  
Distribution,  etc.  (Imprint)
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15. For each element listed, if the element is available, do you look at, check or in any way 
use this information in deciding what to do with an object or otherwise make preservation 
decisions? 
16. When the element is available, how often do you use it? 
  
The 3XX and 490 fields
Yes No It’s  never  available
300  -­  Physical  Description   
310  -­  Current  Publication  
Frequency
  
321  -­  Former  Publication  
Frequency
  
340  -­  Physical  Medium   
347  -­  Digital  File  
Characteristics
  
351  -­  Organization  and  
Arrangement  of  Materials
  
366  -­  Trade  Availability  
Information
  
380  -­  Form  of  Work   
490  -­  Series  Statement   
it's  never  available I  never  use  it sometimes frequently very  frequently always
300  -­  Physical  Description      
310  -­  Current  Publication  
Frequency
     
321  -­  Former  Publication  
Frequency
     
340  -­  Physical  Medium      
347  -­  Digital  File  
Characteristics
     
351  -­  Organization  and  
Arrangement  of  Materials
     
366  -­  Trade  Availability  
Information
     
380  -­  Form  of  Work      
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17. If this element is not regularly available, would you like it to be? 
Yes No Unsure It's  regularly  available
300  -­  Physical  Description    
310  -­  Current  Publication  
Frequency
   
321  -­  Former  Publication  
Frequency
   
340  -­  Physical  Medium    
347  -­  Digital  File  
Characteristics
   
351  -­  Organization  and  
Arrangement  of  Materials
   
366  -­  Trade  Availability  
Information
   
380  -­  Form  of  Work    
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For  your  reference,  the  MARC  documentation  from  the  Library  of  Congress:  
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd5xx.html  
18. For each element listed, if the element is available, do you look at, check or in any way 




Yes No It’s  never  available
500  -­  General  Note   
501  -­  With  Note   
504  -­  Bibliography,  etc.  
Note
  
505  -­  Formatted  Contents  
Note
  
506  -­  Restrictions  on  Access  
Note
  
516  -­  Type  of  Computer  
File  or  Data  Note
  
520  -­  Summary,  etc.   
521  -­  Target  Audience  
Note
  
522  -­  Geographic  
Coverage  Note
  
530  -­  Additional  Physical  
Form  available  Note
  
533  -­  Reproduction  Note   
534  -­  Original  Version  Note   
535  -­  Location  of  
Originals/Duplicates  Note
  
536  -­  Funding  Information  
Note
  
538  -­  System  Details  Note   
540  -­  Terms  Governing  Use  
and  Reproduction  Note
  
541  -­  Immediate  Source  of  
Acquisition  Note
  
544  -­  Location  of  Other  
Archival  Materials  Note
  
545  -­  Biographical  or  
Historical  Data
  
546  -­  Language  Note   
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Index/Finding  Aids  Note
556  -­  Information  About  
Documentation  Note
  
561  -­  Ownership  and  
Custodial  History
  
562  -­  Copy  and  Version  
Identification  Note
  
563  -­  Binding  Information   
581  -­  Publications  About  
Described  Materials  Note
  
583  -­  Action  Note   
584  -­  Accumulation  and  
Frequency  of  Use  Note
  
585  -­  Exhibitions  Note   
586  -­  Awards  Note   
588  -­  Source  of  Description  
Note
  
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For  your  reference,  the  MARC  documentation  from  the  Library  of  Congress:  
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd5xx.html  
19. When the element is available, how often do you use it? 
  
The 5XX fields -­ Continued
it's  never  available I  never  use  it sometimes frequently very  frequently always
500  -­  General  Note      
501  -­  With  Note      
504  -­  Bibliography,  etc.  
Note
     
505  -­  Formatted  Contents  
Note
     
506  -­  Restrictions  on  Access  
Note
     
516  -­  Type  of  Computer  
File  or  Data  Note
     
520  -­  Summary,  etc.      
521  -­  Target  Audience  Note      
522  -­  Geographic  Coverage  
Note
     
530  -­  Additional  Physical  
Form  available  Note
     
533  -­  Reproduction  Note      
534  -­  Original  Version  Note      
535  -­  Location  of  
Originals/Duplicates  Note
     
536  -­  Funding  Information  
Note
     
538  -­  System  Details  Note      
540  -­  Terms  Governing  Use  
and  Reproduction  Note
     
541  -­  Immediate  Source  of  
Acquisition  Note
     
544  -­  Location  of  Other  
Archival  Materials  Note
     
545  -­  Biographical  or  
Historical  Data
     
546  -­  Language  Note      
555  -­  Cumulative  
Index/Finding  Aids  Note
     
556  -­  Information  About  
Documentation  Note
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561  -­  Ownership  and  
Custodial  History
     
562  -­  Copy  and  Version  
Identification  Note
     
563  -­  Binding  Information      
581  -­  Publications  About  
Described  Materials  Note
     
583  -­  Action  Note      
584  -­  Accumulation  and  
Frequency  of  Use  Note
     
585  -­  Exhibitions  Note      
586  -­  Awards  Note      
588  -­  Source  of  Description  
Note
     
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For  your  reference,  the  MARC  documentation  from  the  Library  of  Congress:  
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd5xx.html  
20. If this element is not regularly available, would you like it to be? 
  
The 5XX fields -­ Continued 2
Yes No Unsure It's  regularly  available
500  -­  General  Note    
501  -­  With  Note    
504  -­  Bibliography,  etc.  
Note
   
505  -­  Formatted  Contents  
Note
   
506  -­  Restrictions  on  Access  
Note
   
516  -­  Type  of  Computer  
File  or  Data  Note
   
520  -­  Summary,  etc.    
521  -­  Target  Audience  
Note
   
522  -­  Geographic  Coverage  
Note
   
530  -­  Additional  Physical  
Form  available  Note
   
533  -­  Reproduction  Note    
534  -­  Original  Version  Note    
535  -­  Location  of  
Originals/Duplicates  Note
   
536  -­  Funding  Information  
Note
   
538  -­  System  Details  Note    
540  -­  Terms  Governing  Use  
and  Reproduction  Note
   
541  -­  Immediate  Source  of  
Acquisition  Note
   
544  -­  Location  of  Other  
Archival  Materials  Note
   
545  -­  Biographical  or  
Historical  Data
   
546  -­  Language  Note    
555  -­  Cumulative  
Index/Finding  Aids  Note
   
556  -­  Information  About  
Documentation  Note
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561  -­  Ownership  and  
Custodial  History
   
562  -­  Copy  and  Version  
Identification  Note
   
563  -­  Binding  Information    
581  -­  Publications  About  
Described  Materials  Note
   
583  -­  Action  Note    
584  -­  Accumulation  and  
Frequency  of  Use  Note
   
585  -­  Exhibitions  Note    
586  -­  Awards  Note    
588  -­  Source  of  Description  
Note
   
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For  your  reference,  the  MARC  documentation  from  the  Library  of  Congress:  
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/bd6xx.html  
21. For each element listed, if the element is available, do you look at, check or in any way 
use this information in deciding what to do with an object or otherwise make preservation 
decisions? 
22. If your institution uses a controlled subject vocabulary other than LC or MeSH, which 
do they use?  
  
23. When the element is available, how often do you use it? 
  
The 6XX fields
Yes No It’s  never  available
LC  Subject  Terms   







655  -­  Index  Term  -­  
Genre/Form
  




it's  never  available I  never  use  it sometimes frequently very  frequently always
LC  Subject  Terms      
MeSH  Terms      
Other  Controlled  
Vocabulary  Subject  Terms
     
Uncontrolled  Subject  Terms  
(653)
     
655  -­  Index  Term  -­  
Genre/Form
     
69X  -­  Local  Subject  Access  
Fields
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24. If this element is not regularly available, would you like it to be? 
Yes No Unsure It's  regularly  available
LC  Subject  Terms    
MeSH  Terms    
Other  Controlled  
Vocabulary  Subject  Terms
   
Uncontrolled  Subject  
Terms  (653)
   
655  -­  Index  Term  -­  
Genre/Form
   
69X  -­  Local  Subject  Access  
Fields
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25. For each element listed, if the element is available, do you look at, check or in any way 
use this information in deciding what to do with an object or otherwise make preservation 
decisions? 
  
The 7XX and 8XX fields
Yes No It’s  never  available
700-­711  :  Added  Entry  -­  
Controlled  Name(s)
  
720  -­  Added  Entry  -­  
Uncontrolled  Name
  
730  -­  Added  Entry  -­  
Uniform  Title
  
751  -­  Added  Entry  -­  
Geographic  Name
  
752  -­  Added  Entry  -­  
Hierarchical  Place  Name
  
753  -­  System  Details  
Access  to  Computer  Files
  
760  -­  Main  Series  Entry   
762  -­  Subseries  Entry   
765  -­  Original  Language  
Entry
  
767  -­  Translation  Entry   
770  -­  Supplement/Special  
Issue  Entry
  
772  -­  Supplement  Parent  
Entry
  
773  -­  Host  Item  Entry   
774  -­  Constituent  Unit  Entry   
775  -­  Other  Edition  Entry   
776  -­  Additional  Physical  
Form  Entry
  
777  -­  Issued  With  Entry   
780  -­  Preceding  Entry   
785  -­  Succeeding  Entry   
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26. When the element is available, how often do you use it? 
800-­811s  -­  Series  Added  
Entry  -­  Controlled  Name(s)
  
830  -­  Series  Added  Entry  -­  
Uniform  Title
  
it's  never  available I  never  use  it sometimes frequently very  frequently always
700-­711  :  Added  Entry  -­  
Controlled  Name(s)
     
720  -­  Added  Entry  -­  
Uncontrolled  Name
     
730  -­  Added  Entry  -­  Uniform  
Title
     
751  -­  Added  Entry  -­  
Geographic  Name
     
752  -­  Added  Entry  -­  
Hierarchical  Place  Name
     
753  -­  System  Details  Access  
to  Computer  Files
     
760  -­  Main  Series  Entry      
762  -­  Subseries  Entry      
765  -­  Original  Language  
Entry
     
767  -­  Translation  Entry      
770  -­  Supplement/Special  
Issue  Entry
     
772  -­  Supplement  Parent  
Entry
     
773  -­  Host  Item  Entry      
774  -­  Constituent  Unit  Entry      
775  -­  Other  Edition  Entry      
776  -­  Additional  Physical  
Form  Entry
     
777  -­  Issued  With  Entry      
780  -­  Preceding  Entry      
785  -­  Succeeding  Entry      
787  -­  Other  Relationship  
Entry
     
800-­811s  -­  Series  Added  
Entry  -­  Controlled  Name(s)
     
830  -­  Series  Added  Entry  -­  
Uniform  Title
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27. If this element is not regularly available, would you like it to be? 
Yes No Unsure It's  regularly  available
700-­711  :  Added  Entry  -­  
Controlled  Name(s)
   
720  -­  Added  Entry  -­  
Uncontrolled  Name
   
730  -­  Added  Entry  -­  
Uniform  Title
   
751  -­  Added  Entry  -­  
Geographic  Name
   
752  -­  Added  Entry  -­  
Hierarchical  Place  Name
   
753  -­  System  Details  Access  
to  Computer  Files
   
760  -­  Main  Series  Entry    
762  -­  Subseries  Entry    
765  -­  Original  Language  
Entry
   
767  -­  Translation  Entry    
770  -­  Supplement/Special  
Issue  Entry
   
772  -­  Supplement  Parent  
Entry
   
773  -­  Host  Item  Entry    
774  -­  Constituent  Unit  Entry    
775  -­  Other  Edition  Entry    
776  -­  Additional  Physical  
Form  Entry
   
777  -­  Issued  With  Entry    
780  -­  Preceding  Entry    
785  -­  Succeeding  Entry    
787  -­  Other  Relationship  
Entry
   
800-­811s  -­  Series  Added  
Entry  -­  Controlled  Name(s)
   
830  -­  Series  Added  Entry  -­  
Uniform  Title
   
 
